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Far decision areas facinglinkers were identified: scheduling and
. .

.

, codrdination of services to be delivered, and service interaction style
, .
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.
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and role. Respite supported a client-centered, linker/time referenced
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The Dissemination Linking Proceas: A Vida from the Regional Exchange
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Abstract

1 1-1

, It ,"

This study analyzed empiridally th e educational dissemination linking

1

process activities Of Regional Exchallge staff at Research for Better

Schools. Decision areas facing linkers and factors influencing linkers'

4
ctiVities -were examined. Analyses revealed that semen.activity categories

operationally defined the linking process: engagement, context sppcifica.-

tion, diagnosis, collection, translation, presen tation and disengagement.

interpersonal communications view of the R&D process. The results have im

plications for-the practice and evaluation of linker activities.
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The issemination 'Linking Process' A'View from the,Regional Exchange.
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Introduction
4 ,

' /ypiogie;.of the sducatfonalidissemi9ation linkage Process have been
.

'proposedsby Havelock 4(1971), Piele (1975),,Crandall (1977) and Butler and

Paisley (1978). Hood and Cates. (1978) noted, however, that current

conceptions of linking roles are limited in that they do not represent

: .
.

.

. actual details of the sequence or way in which linking agents really work,
.. .....4 6

are more
4

concerned with post-hoc reconstructions of the idealized ollera-
. ...

tions oftroles of linking agents, do not identgy the factors or forces
. &

1
/

, r.

which influence day-to-day linker activities, and do not distinguish among'k,
..

the must levels at which linkers work in the educational system.

t

I

Purpose

The present study, initiated by the Regional Exchange (Rx), Dissemi-.

Divjsion oX Research for Better Schools (RBS), involved an inten-
,

sive examination of the on-the-job activities'of three Rx dissemination

.speciakilts (linkers).1 ''.;The study was initiated by jBS Rx staff as part

;,ofi process evaluation of'the Rx to examine analytically staff linker

behavior in order to improve staff knowledge transfer strategies and to '

.

increase staff understanding of their activities. The study was designed

to answer three questions: (1) What activities are performed by linking
,

4,

'.

agepts to transfer R&D information from research to,practice7; (2) What

,''
(

decisions dolinking agents make about the organizptiqn of their activities?
10

. '. . ,
.

WEE..

This MERA,reObrt ip based on a :Ph.D disserthtion, prepared in
connection With this study for Templeyniversity, By Diana Whitney
who served as the evaluator for the study.

. .....

f .4

1

p.

..
,

4

4,
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and (3) What contextual factdrs or forces influence the performance of
T. -

.
.

linker activities? The study represents a start, at least, at addressing,. ''

-i- . 116
,

.

some of the limitations cited by Hood and Cates (1978) regarding extant

knowledge of the linking process.

f
Method

4

s

The study was carried out in two phases over a five mont h period in

early 1979. Field research or naturalistic strategies (Ube, 1979) were
, .

emp loyed to discovz the relevant featpres of linker activities. In, the.
.

4 _ .

firsiffour weekp of the study (phase 1) the evaluator became familiar
* .

. .

. with the Rx setting, established her role as a participant observer, set
. \

. up dodumentation es a4 established a wotking relationship with

.. -
Rx"gt-af_f:_ln the silcce,ding four monthsof'the study (phase 2) the ev11-41,

.

uator served s a participant obsetver. Three days were spent each week
.% .

collecting dat on the activities of thret linkers work with.state.

clients in the Delaware, Maryland and P nnsylvania attments of Educa.,\,
. . t .. 4

.

tion. The linkers basic charge was ±o proVide information or. technical
re.

1
I . li

assistance support to stateptaf engaged in work on state school improve-4
A V

, -

. ment and dissemination priorities. Overall, in-the four.montheof data
. .

'

. .

O.

collection, Rx staff R&D linki g activities there traced with respect to

approx)mately fourteen separat client related"tasks in the three st ates.

Each of the tasks was obse rvedfrom start to finish. Data Coliection con-

o

o
0

sisted of 'w sets of structu ea intetviews (See Appendices f & II),

:several participant observati ns of'Rx Iinket-client interactions, and

numerous unstructured intervi s (pre and pRst each client interaction).

with each of the three dissem nation'specialists..

r r

t

2 .

f.
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r a

' Coded interview and participant observat n data were analyzed
r . " r .

qualita tively using the methods of con", analysis (Cub 1979; H olsti,

_

1969) and constant comparative analysis (Glaser, 1972). In addition, a

farm of matrix-analysis wa.aliloyed to examine decisions related to
.

g
. t

activities within functional classes of linker activities. Finally, a
. . .

.

. r

force field analysis procedure was used to identify influences upon

linker activities.

Results and Discussion.

.

.

Question 1: What activities are performed by linking agents to trans fer

. R&D inforMatiop from research to practice? .

Analyses of the interview and participant observation data resulted
a

in a multi-level hierarchical taxonomy of linking activities (See

Appendix III). An initial list of336 stparate basic linker activities,

consisting of actions, verbal behavfqrs and d "dons were derived from

the coded data. These activities clustered into 24 categories of primary

activities which were further classified by an indUctive logical analysis

procedur d'Into 7 functional linking steps. Table 1 illustrates the 7

linking steps, the,primary linking activi ties that define each step (24

in total), and the general products or output of each step., In briar

the logical analysis of the "activity" data illustrated

or Initial Rx linker -state staff contacts were usually de through

thechief state school officer or appropriate division c fiefs.

Subsequent introductory meetings with apprdliate Rx and state

staff followed to clarify the goals*nd rolee of both agencies

1 3

. 44
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TABLE 1

. LINKING tTEFS,ACTIVITIES AND OUTPUTS

Mb.

.,

.

I/NKING STEPS -

. 4 r '

. .

..

PRIMARY LINKING ACTIVITIES.

. r
. ,

.

, .

. OUTPUTS* ,

A .

r
r

ENGAGEMENT

i .

,

Contact client

Personal
of self

Personal acqUaintance
.- t

Relationship between the 0
linking agent and client.

.

CONTEXT SPECIEXCATION

1
. ,

."

Task.specification
Task scope
Task significance

.

-..,

Linking agent understanding
of the task.and client sysT
tem characteristics

.

s

'16

DIAGNOSISNDIAG

.

4

Information4peed
assessment

,

Resomrce assessthent
.

Actia planning
,

Mutual understanding of in-
formation needed, resource
avtilable,Sand action toi)e
taken

.
toserform the task.

..

t'

.

.

.

COLLECTION
.

.56# ,t A

.

.

'

.41.,

49earch
-41

Identify collection do-
main

Recall information
.#dtrieve information .7

sources
far sources

nor AtIr#

. ..

Information rescarce base.
,

,

7 .

. ,

.
.

,

.

p. TRANSTRANSLATION
1.

.

.

'.

..

'41e ' .
Review resource base
Select sources
Generate information

from sourcesfrom
Analyze information
Jisociation
Reframe information.into

clients language

Tailored information.

. 1 .

.

.

\
.

.

,

1
r

.

PRESENTATION

%
...

..
)t

( Deeignpresentation
'Prepare presentation
Presefit information

.

Client,recOipt and utili-
zation of information.

.

.

. .

.

..

DISENGAGEMENT

/ .

....../

Statement of closure %

.Statement df redefined
. relationship

.

. .

Redefined linking agent-
client relationship.

.

`...w. I

I
Wr. 9

4

re

S
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,and to.explore,possible areas for interaction. The indtitutional

engageMent step was followed by a more personal Engagement step.

The Rx linkers established interpersonal relationships with

specific state client's. These relationships, which v aried In

. degree of Pei'sonal involvement and homophYly, were essential to

the linkers understanding of and acceptance by the clients.

. when some form of-interpersonal relationship was established with

a client, the linkertUereribierved to engage in'the Collection'

of both first hand (conversations with clients and peers) and
4

documentary (program manuals, proposals, reports) information

abopt clients' tasks, talc environments, extended environtar

and the client system. This enabled the linkers to understand

better the significance and priority of clients' work efforts,

potential needs and avenues of assistance. Collectively, these

i
. .

linker activities were referred to as the Context Specification '

a,
.

step.. Context specification activity typically was initiated by
,..

., the,pfospee't of new tasks and/or pew clients.
ir

,

. . e dpon-obtainingwintormapion about the clients and thy work they '

. did the linkers next proceeded- tolidentify clients, hpecific needs

, . .

. . for information or assistance, potential resources and the nature
.

,

. of the services the 4ients desired. These basic activities in-
.

volved linker-elAnt discussion of: the information required to

perform the client's task;
rthe information available to the client

t.

and the linker; the information already used; and the potential

5
IN

a
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utilization of new,' information: The sessions concluded witivan.

informal agreement ODunderstanding between the. linker and tild

client of the services, to be rendered and of the mode (informs-
,

tion synthesis, bibliography, workshop, etc. ) and the time of

service delivery. The basic Activities described above were

referred to as effeDiaknosis:step in the /Inking process.* The

informallgreement aspect of diagnosis was considered to be crucial

to the process of linking in that mutual expectations foi informs-,

. .

tion.or service delivery and use were established.

w en an agreement was reached on the services to be provided, the

li kers then either worked alone or with other resource providers.

to collect a knowledge resource base pertinent to the task(4 at

hand (ive.;conduct of computer or hand information searchee, use

of/interpersonal networks on a'nationwide basis, use of estab-

lished resource files, etc.n0 retrieve, mate rials, articles, books,

proposals, manuals, guides and/or human resources). Resource col-

lectionNusually terminated when sufficient content overlap was

observeTalong sources. This aspect of the linking process Was
de

called the Collection step. The identification and maintenance of

'resource bases was observed to be an ongoing well established Rx

linker activity conducted inflresponbe to extablished or anticipated

linker-client service agreements. Mee matter of course, linkers

found it useful to discuss a developing resource base with a client

'Art° confirm its relevance and to discuss specific delittiy Alterna-*
,

tAves. This discussion was important in.that it served as a

6
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4

,

j checkpoint to validate the client'S needs and allmiea-for rene
,

gotiatior;: of services to be delivered pending time or other

.0*

constraints. .

having collected an adequate information or resource base the

linkers proceeded to eransform, the information into a frm suit--

.able to-the clients task. Several primary activities were in-

. volved: selection, analysis and bisociation. informatfon was

selected for application to the task at hand from the multiple ,

sources a /ailable based on its relevance, importance, reliability;

'exhaustiveness and/or feadibility. SeleCted information as

studied and analyzed to identify and integrate key ideas or

Conceptstthat could be applied to the client's task. Two or three,

to thirty or more sources of information were read
4
and analyzed

depegding on the perceived'importance of the task: Thelinforma-
-,

tion was synthesized and/or transformed into a larger conceptual

fiamework by a bitiorciition process In which the client's back-
r

ground, language system anetaSk were cdristdntly kept in mind as

Elie information was transformed for iresentation to the client

(i.e.:, How does,X'informaiion go with, fit or appy to task 'Y in
.

the context of client Z?) These activities were referred to col-
1

lectively as the infordation Translatibn ste0of linking. ,Inf"or-
,

mation translation was:viewed.ab a problem solving process.

while translating the 'resource materials the linkers began to/ f ..

consider how the materials would be.presented to the clients.
o \
(

.MINIPI

f
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. N . , N. .

,Depending on the Client's task,-thelinkers chase."to present

,materials in avarietyof design forms: two or threp 'page hand-
.

. .. .

i outs( discusgon papers; informatiq$ packets, hi:plights papers, a

: . .

Workshop exercises, meetings, training or public' speeches.

.

.
.

. .
.

... ,

Considerable linkbr time was'also observed to be deipta to design"
. . - -.

.

,'considerations ajd follow -up materials prdpaiation (wrifing,r :

11 . % - 4 t" A
4-

. typing& layout printing, oackagingtote.)... UolivAwy of materials
.. -

, .

. , 4- . ii

usually involved facepEo-faCianteractions with cltehts ahri . .
t . 1.. rP .1

.... e.

extendertalk-throughs or explanations of the mat,rigls. 'These
:

. .

. .

.%"Nesign, preparatinn.and delivery.activities, constituted ttce
.t

'.' -
.

re' Presentation step of linking. Generally speikilig, when inforCa-
.

s-
.

, .
'4

.
/

tion appl4aiion was &sired, presentatiohslilfustrated Hew primary r
. ,. i

,,,
_. V

..

source oroOtanslated materlftls *Mated to or applied to the olienfa''. ...
. ..

*

work. . When information was desired to inform decision- making, ,
....

. , , oaf
%presentations focude on,summeries of key ideas and conpepts, and

... .

,discussion of the pros and cons of alt"einative approaches to a task.

Ire 1iiiving presented informjtion to clients the linkers wete laced yip
..

. what to do next. Accordingly, they either(1) verified that the
. .

: .
. .

t present job was comp eted and no furitisreseMces were'deSired, or
, .

. .
. . .

(2) tiellefind the tureOf additional information selStes desired
,

.
. -

by the clients. This last step in the 1010,0g4Cycle was labeled '

. . '

disengagebent and involved n!redefinition of the linkerz:client

relatibushipirThe study showed'that linkers volunteejl for and

. .-

aw

,t

N

o i

helped define additional work where a logical follanrup was apparent. '
, .

When the client's task terminated pn here was no logical follow-op.
i

$

4 . .

..... 4

frC,
(15
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linkers had sleek

tuition requests fr

sequence the Clients were armed with new inTorma-
.

r-
ills, increasing theirocapasity to achieve theit

of the lira

tion end/br

goals.

time availableavailable
, .

I

cc; new clients.

?

to respond to spontanlus inf9r-

'In any event at the termination

I

"
rA

. The preceedLng of steps observed in 'the. Rx

centered linking process require further ex tion to illustrate_ their

actual operation. Figure'l illustrates the dynamic interrelationship of

the steps in the linking process and the central role of translation

S

activities. The direction of, the arrows and, the multiple arrows betwten
, . . ,

.

_boxes indicate, respectively, which of the steps logcally precede other'
. . ... r . ;

steps and which steps nay be bypassed. The entire process may be followed
. .

in liearl,fashion in a new',nteraction with a new,clierit involving a new
.

4-- .

resou ce base. . However, in situations where thq cli'atIan4 linkerthave
.

beeri-14orking on a continuing project and a resource base has been ea.t.ab-'

lished, linVer.time

Nr. inlion and presentetie

A

specification,context -tt agnosis and resource calection.L

seent on task renegotiation, transla7

le, 4f any, time will need to be spent on

qv. The dynamics of the linking situation are

Figure 2 which,illustAtes the multiple forces

tl

further reflected in

observed to activate the

/liziking process. Linking agentp sought client contact when they perceived

a client.need, they learned something new and believed ideserved client

4

attention, or their work load permitted taking on new-activities. The

,

linkers also sought Client contact when asked to disseminate ad tDx resource
4 .4 .

(e.g., Research Within Reach
.

on Re4ding). -They referred to,this latter
. . .

.
.

6""4.....

t
ti

.*4 NI' 0.
9
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instance of linking as resource-centered'linking (i.e.", cop-down dissemina-
.

tion ace' product, program, etc.). Silents also activated thg process

when they were aware of linker services andclesired'1 gene ral information

support pertinent to specific lines of.wprk,:gey were curious about C6

.

linker's tole, or they had a task or a problem/that required additional in-

formation or clarification.

The linking process as described to this point provides a fairly

detailed description of what educational linking agents do and what activi-.

ties are involved l' the fringe! of_ educational R&D from research to prac-
.

tice. The linkin agents spent a great deal of time getting to know

clients and their work contexts. They became familiar with information

.

f resources availAbie. They conducted information searches related to client
..11+% s

. 4..._

tasks and transformed information into forms meaningful and usefultp their
I

aients. They designed and delivered presentations aimed at increasini

client knowledge and utilization of infqrslation. 'Overall, the linking

agents related to a variety of different people in various situations and

inte racted with both practitioners and the research community.
.
In the con-

I

. Next of the pngoing.dynsmics of the linking process they translated problems .

.

,

into ideas and ideas.into potential information solutions.

- I

Question 2: decisions do, linking Agents rake in orIer to organize
'. their activities?

.
4 .

4.

Analysis of the dataresulted'in a list of folly -eight Tinker activi- ,

coded

.
.6 .

. . .

ties which were oded as decisions. Cluster analyses of.these activities
.

..
.

suggested that,linkeis were facet with decisidns ill four main areas. Each
, ....--

',

decision area represented a dilemma in'illat..linkers were faced with .
..,

,., .

19

12
41,
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alternative choices or ways of 11, rforming. The choices in each:areas:Jere )

. .

. .

represented as extremes on Ascoritinuum. Table 2 presents the four decision

,.4 .1
;,' areas and the choices in each:area.

.. TABLE 2
p ,

4 .

DECISION AREAS AND
r

CHOICES INVOLVED IN LINICI
.f

'

Dedision Areas

, 1
. .

Activity,Choites .._

. .

Scheduling

Coordiriation
\ic:

Style

Role

3

. .

.,

. High Participation Low Participation

.

Formalized Vs Informal .

4

'Direteive vs Responsive . .

GeneralistSpecialisvs
.,

Basically, the linkers had to decide whetter to: York with ;a few..

clients on a limItednumber ofistete priorities or any clients on multiple

-Normalize their planping and support

with greater f3exi7 (coordina-

state priorities (scheduling dilemma.

actlyities ors/operate more info

tan dilemma); Interact math clients in a,directiVe or a responsive manners

(style dilemma); and/or present themselves as an in cmation spereisor . .

es

a.generalist toleach client (role dilemma). Zbe ecisions the linkeYs made,

nfluenced the functionalin 9:14 area, at any gi*en'time, significantly
at

.4..t

nature of thelinIsing that occur s. EX'amp

alternatives facediby linkers id each dec skin area, ate presented in Appen-
4;.S.,

" ' .

,

s of some of the decision

I

if se ZO
t

,



The Scheduling Dilemma

pis dilemma reflecte the fact that the linkers had a fixes amount

of time available to servel/the,gient system. Considering the` time avail-

able: the linkers had decisions about which state clients and

priorities ,to serve, how nany clients to serve, and the frequency of their .

interaction with the cliknts. The dilemma, involved a choice between sery -

ipg a few key clients and state priorities or a larger nlunber of clients' .

and state priorities. /

i
For the purposes:o1f.the study frequent.interaction with many different

clients was labeled as high participation in the client system. Linker

, ......,

preparation time between interactions was usually short. Infrequent
/ .

...,
. .

interaction with fewer clients was labeled as low participation and prepare-
i .

i tion time between interactions was more lengthy. 4
IP C'

Essentially, linkers had to schedule their time. and activities to
,.1

ti

Ir.

I

-S.

balance their interaction within the'client system Too frequent interac-

on might ressilt Inib road coverage of the state's priorities but'shallosig JP

upporefor any given priortty. To little interaction'taight resultain-.

.

the ptoyision of quality support but for only a few of the state's priori- .

ties. .In any event, the nature of t4p.support activities negotiated with

4

a particular client considetly
woe
influenced the number of other clients,

lend concomitant state priorities,With which 4 linker could potentially

interact.,

.

The linkers' general approach to this dilemma was to conduct periodic,

, .

negotiations with client management staff to review state priorities,

14
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.'
determine the lc(fug of Rx efforts and- establiJi.mutual expectations. about

. . ,

. ,

tote distribution of work. Requestd for or the initiation of new linker
. ,

services were always carefully weighed in light of the state's priorities

and,the linkersizrojectedworkload over the next month or two.

During the four months of the study, the linkers were observed to

have negotiated different solutions to the scheduling problem with their
ti

respective clients and client systems. In one case a linker visited the

client site approximately every other month to conduct a° series of work-

shops for la representative group of clients. Another linker scheduled

1

monthly visits to provide information to-ongoing multiple projects. In

the last case interaction with clients wags sore frequent. The linker met

almost weekly with a client project work team to provide information an.d.

I

over-the-shoulder advice. In any case each visit to)a client site was
.

used as an occasion to touch base with current and potential clients.

.

In addition to working with at least one-long-serm client project each of

44

t

the linkers also respondedto a variety of one-time informatlonrequests
.

which were initiated somewhat randomly. . / .
. . .

te
.

Several trends were observed regarding the scheduling dilemma. For

example, when a major linker /support effort was negotiated and 01'6 time )

prAr_to presentation was long,
t

. .

preparation and interaction with

the linked tended to devote their time'to
NN

clienti was low. On the other hand, when

informatiOn needs were. less major arid' tht times prior to presentation

.

shdrter, the linkersjtended to have a h±gi'er rate of interaction with
w

clients, assuming they had
1
available time. As the linking, agents increased

1

To

.

r

9

S.
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their participation with clients, however, it was observed that less time

became available for independent information collection, translation and

preparacion activities. Thus it was necessary to continually'monitor and '\

)

,balance the scheduling of services to insure that adequate time was avail-
.

able to accommodate clients%prioritied and expectations.

The Coordination-Dilemma

Tile coordination dileMma

with the ever present problem

scenes support activities and 'client interaction Activities. Essentially

Sinkers had to decide whether to formalize their support activities and

more.systematically plan their activities with clients -- as opposed to

operating mord informally. The degree of activity-formalization and plan-

.
ning varied among linkers and across tasks. Some Leiehting trends were

observed, however, thai added further ivthe description of the linking

s

)

reflected the dact that linkers were faced

of managing their day-to-day, behind the

For.examp , some attempt was ma d e to formalize :Various aspects of

the prc ess. Linking agents created and used standardized written

.

forms to record client information needs/to record infdiMation about

client tasks and system characteristics, to record client evaluations of
. .

their performance and to document their interactions with client. Linkers
, '

prepared standard briefing materials to describe their role to clients And
.

other audiences. They tended to follow standard procedures or routines in

collecting R&D resources qn ppiority work topides they received monthly

"current awareness' readIng
.

materials
,
from their resource cente ; screened

. N
.' . .

16
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.appropriate professional journals, conducted computer seorthes, and created
. . -

..

"major Information files". The above ttempts togtaidardize usually in-

-
... gvolved activities under direct linke control. t

The, linkers tended to be less formal in their Interactidns with cli-1

etas. ,They did not use questionnaires or structured interviews to obtain .

git I

data on client tasks, system characteristids or needs. They relied primer-
.

,

ily on face to.fa e verbal dialogues to obtain the desired,information.

Linkers also aried'in the degree of formal planning they engaged in

for given linking,stepe. In some cases, linkingiagents spent a great deal

of time and effort planhing interactions with clients. In other case s,

interactions were sponreneous and more flexible.' Frequently, a linking

interaction would involVe both formal and informal planning, For example,

a chance meeting with 11 client might involve somesinfoimal exploratory

discussion regarding clitnt needs and potential linker services, followed -

up by "a planned meeting with a structured agenda to achieve specific ends,
t %

followed-up by further informal discussion regarding after-thOughts: or

spinoffs from the meeting.
r

Overall, three general typeS or levels of linker-client interecith,

were observed, each involving syccessively more linker planning. gxplora-
.

tory meetings (Type I) usually required little advance planning, had no

formal agenda, were focused on the client and involved the explOrationof.
.

possible linker-client ways of working together. Participatory meetingo

(Type I17 required more linker'Preparation (not extensive collection, trans-
,

lation or delivery though), had formal agendas established by the clients,

7
and usally involved linker participation, at the client's discretion, as

Air

".

24
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an ad hoc contributing member of the plan ning or work group. Delivery.

meetings (Type III) required extensive linker.p14Aing.including an agenda

,to structure linker -c4edt interaction, and involved the formal presenta -

tion of infirosgtiOn by linking agents.

coordination---\ The aboye obs- ervations revealed that the coordination or management;

. c si, .
-

..

of liliker activities varied in degree of formalization. linkers tended to--.,
.

.

formalizerepetitive or routine activities under their control. They also

f";
. V, .

sought, ikere possible,.to engage in formal planning of, their interactions

... ,
. t., .

. with clients. GenerallY speaking, linkers tended to engage in the most
. o

. . .

IND

,forma planning for tasks that were of'the greatest significahie to the

L
x. l' . -

. *

client sitelv_/ ,
1

'. i ... .

4L

The Style Dilemma .

This dilemit reflected the fact that the linking ants made choices

about their style of interaction with clients. Linking style refers to the

extent to which the linking agents directed the'interactions involved in

the transfer,of R&D information to clients. Linker behaviors'on this
kle ,

decision dimension ranged ?rom directive thl,:iough collaborative to.respon

sive activities. Directive actjyities were linker initiated,'prestrlillive,

advocacy referenced'and,often resulted in the linker defining the client's

task and information need. Responsive linker activities occurred id re-

'action to client initiatives, involved solicitation of, and listening to,
'

.

ecliats' ideas, opinionevan.4 points of view, and usually resulted in-the

client defining a task and information need. Collaborative activity
,

. .

involved the, mutual definition of tasks and information needs, and shared

work and responloibility for their accomplis hment.
#,

18 '
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'The study demonstrated that the linkers varied.their style o degree
% f

,

1
1

U.

x
0f directiveness depending on .t,be task and their relationship with the

client. Context specificatiol and needs assessment' were usually con-

. . s.

.

. ,

- r

ducted 4 a responsive style. 'Linkers probed, and listened, and pare-

phrased clients' idel. Irisome cases, during diagnosis, tit --linker-s = -,r-t-7
t

. .

tended to exertisootore direction and sugg*ed definitions of the client's :

)
problems and information needs,"forlothe'Client's response. The linkers

- ..--
_ . __

genera y were observed to be more directive with clients who had diffi-11 were ,..-

.
,

. , .

,culty in statiq an nformation need or problem.
t

1

1

. ,.

/ ,.
.

.

The nature of linker colfabor tive activitierwas aido of inhere
. . ti

On se0.e.Tal occasions linkers used opportunities for Collaborative activiT.
1-k

ties with clients $s occasions to model various behaviors such as problem-
.

.

N.

problem -

solv ing, needs.assessment, use of resource files, workshop presentations,

etc., for clients, These "directed c511aborativgb activities were usually
,

one-time efforts directed atgincreasing clients' capacity to perform the

''''-'%odeled behavior. ... ..:1'.

i Y'i'v ,
. '

Interestingly enough, greater variability was observed between link-

LI .. :
:

ers than within linkers,v10 respect to linker directiveness. The,degged

.

riof directivas exerted appeared to be related more to the linkers ii

.

, .
, -,

"preferred communication st..4c,. than to any particular linking step' or
. "IV!

.1g
--

activity. Overall*, no aerie: of linker activities was observed to,be

4

totally directive or totally responsive. Most linker activities involved
lok`

l

Ah

a balance along thecontinmp from directive to responsive.

=

6
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e Role Dil
h

Observation of 0the actr4lties also ieveglod.that they were

4

A
A

..

',A
' .

4 . . ,-

faced,withipaking choices about the nature of services to be
4
provided to

. . .

1 its. ,in some cases, eheychose to irovide,informa4iOn specialist
',. ,

services. in otper cases, they acted as information generalists. As
,

. . :
J A,

, specialists, they tr nslatetcontent into the client's language system),
11

. ',

. .
.

and assisted with its application to the task at hard. As generalists,
.

.44

they provideCknowledge and services related to information management.

Generalists' knowledge and skills were generally transferable across

content domains. '
tit

the t engage in extensive infctmation coll on, analysis and
.

translation activiti s to prepare information for cli s' use. They
A N #

wrote discussion papers and prepared information packets or woikshop pre-. .
AL, .....

ga %'

sentations to render R&D- "'based information ofNase to clients. in essence,
y N

.

they became specialists in the content domain. When circumstances did not
P

. 6
.

.

permit their serving as specialists, linkers often brokered the,cnntant
. ,,

specialist services 2ather linkers, fesearchers

.

or practitioners for
41

. :
. 0 . .

Afients' use. When clint ormationneeds were relat ively ligh , the
.

.

-.I linkers also served 40 direcp/E&nduits,for original untransforthed informs- %
. 4,.

.

..,
. ,

tion. Tfiesefrequent transfers required little linker preparation. and '
. ,

Linking' agents frequently provided sPecl st services when they had

reaultain the sharing of a variety of REID-ri.late'd information with

clients ChiblI9graihies, fugitive ptifers, proposills, program manuals;
,. A

sample i nstruments single journal articles, names of contact people, and

40 P
assorted bits of wisdom) usually in response to client requests.



Generalist se rviced were also frequent ly provided to clients. Link- ,

ers 'directed clients in the colleCtion and translation of needed

tion and/or prepared workshops aimed at increasing clients' informhtion

management skills. Spdcific linker activities in this area included:

workshops on linking agentry: inst40ruction in the preparation of discussion

papets or information packets, and instruction in the conduct of informs-
.

tion searches.

As a matter,of course, linkers were observed to balance their activi-

ties between the roles of generalists and specialists. The profile most

often observed was that of a linker working as a specialist with clients

on at least one project, and as rgeneralist with clients on several other

projects:

Discussion

The decisiowalternatives involved in linker scheduling, coordination,

style and role represented potential dilemmas to linking agents. Deci-
.

Bias in each of these areas had to be guided by the trade-oifh ihvaved

in the larger context of the li#kers'primary role and clients' priorities.

Scheduling,decisions required linkers to balance thetwork load to
.

fir

ins re adequate time for delivery of quality services tpeclients. High or

low - linker participation in the client system per se, was neither inher-

ently good or bad. Overall, from the Rx perspective, the primary con-

sideration was to insure that clients priorities werb being met. Linkers

therefore had to assess carefuIlYcfequeets for their services-in

priorities and their own,workload;-time available and need for

slack time.



The observation of differences in linker communication style both

withit linkers during e give n linking interaction and between linkers on

5

different' linking interactions was of interest. Table 3 aresents the

pros and cons of different linking styles. 'A responsAe.linking style

TABLE

LINKING STYLES

r
$r-es

a
DIRECTIVE

Focuses on specific issues
deemed importantby the

Cons

#

Increases the possibility that
issues of significance tothe

linking agent. client may be ove400ked.

Provides less understanding of,
client's thoughts and views of
the situation/problem.

Increases probability of
resistance.

Is to the point and hence
requires less interaction
time.

Emphasizes linking agent's .

definition of the situation. '

RESPONSIVE
,

Pros Cons

Enables linking agent to
gain a better understand-,
ing of client's thoughts
and viewsof the situation/
problem.

' Provides greater detail to
the situation,

Help9esstablish rapport
and reduces resistance.

Emphasizes client's defini-
. don of the situation.

Is'more time consuming.

Requires more c ommunication

skills. '

.

May provide more information.

rC
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generally consumed more time and required, greater communication skills

I

but resulted ip better rapport with the client. Generally speaking,

.

linkeriLin'any situation need,to,betcon cious of (their) linking style
.

and their client,s communication style tb insure that conflicts do not

Finally, -tile observation that linkers made decisions regarding-7

occur.

their role to better meet clir,needs added another dimension to the'

linking process. This finding suggested that linkers need to examine

their tolerance 1,4 capacity for role variety when initiating any series

of.fnteractions with crients)

,

Question. 3: What factors influence linker activities?

To answer this question linker observation and interview data were

examined to determine the.forceg influencing linker activities. The

ft examination tevealed thatalmost all linker activities involved the con-
-.

sideration of multiple, opposing forces. The various categories of

forces observed Were: personal, interpersonal, client, organizational,

policy, NIB, lift and RBS. Client related forces were found Co exert the

strongest fnfluence on RBS Rx linking agent activities. The forces which

influenced linker decisions in each of the decision areas,
,

- ,---
tion of their influence, are presented in Tables 4-7._ The

of"the forces to each.of the linking dilemmas is deicribed

) 23

I y

and the direc-

relationship

1

as follows.

We
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TABLE- 4

FORCES INFLUENCING SCHEDULING DECISIONS

Lost Participation '
.

High Participation-

.<-- Linking -age& need for
.

autonomy
..

4E---ThAn interdepgadeni task

--- '..

_.....

.

Linking agent need for
affiliation

,Client receptivity
requests .

An interactive task

Client diversity

High status entitlement

.

.

.

_.

.
.%

---->

--> .-

Client autonomy .

<i---:- Non-client releted. .

responsibilities
w /

÷--Politjcal risks
0

.

TABLE 5

FORCES INFLUENCING COORDINATION DECISIONS

a

High Formalization

.

%

.

Low Formalization /)(

÷-- Similarity of requests

_.

''

.

.

.

;

.t

Constantly changing ÷
client s7stem

Linking agent tolerance >-
for uncertainty

N

Client diversity ---÷'

Diversity of information--->'
needs

Resource uncertainty -->

Multiple accountabiAitiea--i>

.

//

Task significance:

÷7-, Large information need
.

.
-e-- Limited time

r .4

' I 24
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TABLE

FORCES INFLUENCING STYLEDECISIONS'

"1'D i.rective
. .

.

Responsive
.

,

<----- Linking agent need for
control.

.

.

/

.

/

..

Clear client request

...

Verticle contact with
client system

IP

. Client centered approach

.

Linking as information
transfer

,

.

-

..........-

--->

., Linking agent credibility

. . .

...

"EE--- Lipited time

.E-- Designated distribuiions
v ,

.4 Information fidelity
.--,

.<--- Linking is ptoblem solving

4-- Ambigudus client request

.

)
-->
I

. .

TABLE 7

FORCES INFLUENCING ROLE DECISIONS

-

t . Specialists
.

''... .

Genetalist
,

- ' ft.
. .

4---Linking agent past experience
with information needed/ ,

..;,
. .

- e n

<ET" Linking agent interest about
informition needed . .

for4,.;1

1
1

!

,

&

.--

Linking agent lack of
interest, about information

needed .

Request for generalist

services .

Under utilization of '>
internal

, Lack of other sources
-information needed

.

4---Request for specialist

% .
services

.

.<-- Time available * .

.
4 History as a specialist

_sources _

.
,

. : ..
Linking agent information =-
'overload .

.

-

History as a generalist -->.

0

.

.

a' 25
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Scheduling Forces . '

Table 4 lists the forces which influenced lipkers
.

toward either high' r

or low participation in the client system. It can be seen that, linkers

k

who: (1) preferred group affiliation and group identity (affiliation 4

: . /

need); (2) feceived fr,equent client requests and recommendations (client
-

receptivity); (3) became involved in client tasks requiting frequent

input (interactive task); (4) agreed twIserve a diversified group of

clients (client diversity); and/or (5) received multiple requests film

legitimate authority sources in the client system (status eptitleiment)

-. tended to be moved toward high participation or frequent interactions

with the client system.

On, the other hand, linkers who: (11,preferred independent as.

opposed to group activity (autonomy need); (2) became involved in tasks

requiring lengthy collection, translation and preparation activities

e.,- (interdependent task); (3) became involved with clients preferring limited

linking-agent participation or visibility (client autonomy); (4) were.

absorbed in various RDx maintenance duties auch ps transaction log or

progress repo/ preparation (non-client related tasks); and/or (5) encoun-

tered political shifts such4as changes in leadership prbiities

in the client system (political *irks) -- tended tq be moved toward lower

participation in the client system.

All of the above forces were observed to influence the extent of

linker interaction with the anent systep. At any given time one or

several of these forces might be in operation tending to result in either

.

.

tr 3
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linker over - involvement (too mOch work) Or linker under involvement (too

littlekvork) with the client system. Linkers therefore had to consider

these forces and anticipate their consequences in order to attempt to

provide continuous services to'multiple clients in the client system.

To achieve this the linkers actively balanced their rates of engagement
.

.,,,
,. ...

.3. i .

and disengagement with clients In order to maintain a resource of slack.
t

.
, . .

.,

, time. The linkers .found that thiswas best accomplished by specifying

client tasks and linker services in terms of clearly defined goals,

expectations and delivery dates. Clear client and linker ex)bectatialt;

regarding deliVery and disengagement' facilitated the scheduling of addi,

tional linker services to other Clients.
ft

Coordination Forces

The forces which influenced linker decisions to coordinate or lute-'

grate their activities with clients' activities are presented in Table 5.

The left side of the table cites forces which influenced linkers to

. .

formalize, standardize or plan -in-advance their activities. The forcep
.

listed on the right influenced linkers to take a less tams1, more spoil-

staneoua approach to their linking activities.

.
v-2

Linkers were influ- enced to formalize or plan-in-advance their

activities when (1) they received multiple requests over time for

'similar information (reques t similarity); (2) they received tequests to
t

work A client tasks of high significance involving limy client members

.(task significAAce); (3) an extensive amount of informatiodrVas required

. for a client's task (large information need); and /or (4) a limited amount

27
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of time was available to provide the desired client services (lidited

time).

I i ,

.. Conversely, linkers were influenced or pressure4 to maintain asless

formal, mote spontaneous approach to their linking activities when:_
. 4 .

..,

. , ...,

Al) ,they encountered an evolying, ever changing client sydtem (constantly

changing client system); (2) their own tolerance for uncertainty was high

. . _

(tolerance for uncertainty); (3) they,yiere constrained to workswith

diverse clients who differed in tole, authority level, educatiOn and in-
.".

fqrmation need (client diversity);

different sources for quitd varied

(4) they received requests from many

content (diversity of information

needs); (5) there was uncertainty over the availability of desired infor-

mation resources (resource.uncertainty); and/or (61 they were accountable

to g number of varied sources such as their clients, the RDx, the Rx, RBS

and N1.*
.

.

Two generally opposing forces were observed to frequently influence

or pressure linker coordination decisions: task significance and client -

diversity. Tasks of extreme importance to the client system pressured' ,

1 nkars to coordinate or manage their activities by advance planning and

f rmalization of linker-client interactions.. Having to deal with a diver-
.

si y Of clients, however, moved linkers toward coordination of their

e£ its by informal. procedures to facilitate flexibility of communication

and `interaction with clients. The mutual occurrence Ofithase forces

pres.n ed somewhat of a dilemma teligkers.

28
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Two._examplesof general solutioL to the above dilemma arrived at
... ,

,

by the linkers were to either (1) package the information into smaller
. , \ 2 _ -- - _

comiionents of content and cond5ct a series of workshop presentations fbr

the diverse client group; llustrating the applicability of a given don-

tent
- 1.

component from the diverse perspectives represented, in each of the
. .

workshops, or=b) package the information into larger content components

and make presentation's tO clients grouped homogeneously. In
,

each case
x.,

provisions wertmade for audience participation and questiong through-
(

out. Thus, the linkers addressed the coordination dilemma by balancing

the nature of formal (planned itten and/or structured) and informal

(unstructured, flexible, opep ended, discussion-based) activities that

occurred.
. .

The above examples, pr vided an interesting illustration of the value

. :

of interpersonal linking a nt assistance. HO one tet of written meter-
.

ials, oft their own, can be readily adaptable to the needs of vvied
. .

. r

IF .

audiences.. However, written materials accetpanied by linker's'pipsenta-
/

' tion, explanation and face -to -face discussion can be adapted to the needs

of diversified audiences. Clients,cen teidily ask questions and relate or

adapt new ideas to their work needs.

' ;41.... .9

Style Forces; -. y- .

s .

A number of forces were observe4tp effect the interaction style

, . . .

/inkeie chose to use with clients. Table 6 presents the forces which

. , ,

induced linkers to be either direciyeoriiesponsive. .

.,
, t

.

or

4.
It

29'
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f
Lihkers who: (1) preferr d to lead, direct and prescribe actions

I

(need for control); (2) were perceived as having or being able to obtain

relevant knowledge (linker credibility); (3) had co straints on the time
. - 4

available,to deliver services (limited Mime); (4) were required to disc

tribute specific sources of information Oeiiinated didtributions);

(5) found an obvious solution to a client, problem (information fidelity);

(6) believed in a problem- solving, solution-based approach to linking

(problem - solving); and/6i (7) received unclear descriptions of clients'

taski; and situations or uncl equests Ogi services (ambiguous client
44

requests) -- tended to prefer o be influenced toward a directilie linking

style. .

From the opposite perspective, linkers who: (1) received unambigu-

ous stihtements of, client tasks, projects, goals and information needs

(clear client request); (2) interacted vertically across all levels of

authority structure in a client system (verticle contact)1 (3) viewed

linking as a client centered process (client centered approach); and/or

(4), viewed linking as a process established to transfer information to

clients for use fora variety of purposes (linking as information transfer)

-- tended to adopt a linking style that was responsive.

Overall, the Rx linkers were observed to be'more responsive than

dbective, confirming their position that theii activities were client-

centered. 406ension or conflict was frequently observed, hoAver;

between the linkers' desires to be responsive and clients' difgAculties

in expressing their needs. When client requests were ambiguous the linkers
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. used one of two approaches. They either adopted a directive style,

4.

probed for more _specific information and conducted brainstorming or

problem solving sessifts. 45i:theyremainectgenerally responsive to

client requests as stated. in general the directive approach led to more

aconstructlye linker-client interactions when client requests were

ambiguous.

Role Forces

Ta ble 7 outlines the forces identified as influencing linker decis-

1

ions about the role linkers adopted in providing services to clients.

The forces which influenced linkers to act in specialist or generalist

roles are listed in the left, and right parts of the table, respectively.

, It can be seen in Table 7, that linkers were influenced'to provide

information specialist 'services to clients when (1) linker had past

experience and/or formal education in the information request area

(experience); (2) the linkers had a strong interest in learning about

the informaton requested (interest); (3) the nature of the information

requested was such thatthe linker had to process it in depth (lack of

other sources); (4) clients specifically requested technical assistance

in applying specific information to a given task (request for specialist

services); (5) there was sufficient time.in both the linker's and the
4n.

client's schedule to permit specialist activities (time available); and/

or -(6) -the-liaakerhaci_estahlishesLajdatory in the client system of

acting in a specialist role (history as specialist).,

38
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Linkers were more prone to provide information generalists services
. cl'

to clients when: (I) the linker had no special interest in. the informs-

t ion area (disinterest); (2Y-clients specifically requested assistance

with the development of information management or disseminatibp capacZty

skills (request for generalist services); (3) the requested nformatiOn

existed in the client system(under utilization of internal sources);

4) the linker was overloaded with work on a variety of infOrmation cpllec-

tion and translation tasks (information overfoad); and/or (5) the linker

had established a_history in the client system of acting in an information

generalist role' (histry as a generalist) .
I

Two observations are worthy.of note regarding the above results.
o'

First, it was observed that linkers who had established histories of

acting as her information specialists or generalists encountered

resistance from clients when they tried to change their dominant role.

Second, linkers tended to provide services in infbrmation areas that

were compatible with their on areas of interest and expertise.

Analysis and Discussion of Forces

The forces bearing on linker decisions were reviewed systematically

to determine if any generalizations could be made regarding, groups of

forces and linkers' subsequent activities. Several general patterns of

relationships emerged. The most prevalent clmster of forces considered

acres- the_fout_ainke.r_decision aress_wers_cllated forces. Forces

4
related to the linking agents themselves were next most prevalent. Finr

J1 ally? time was continually a major consideration which influenced decis-

ions in all areas.

32
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The observed pattern of dominande of client relatdd forces supported

the Rx linkers'-perdeption and description of their job and activitiesdms

. .

:'client- centered ". In summery, the client'related forces which influenced

....., .. .

linking agent activities were: client' requests; the type of services
_.

requested and expected; the degree of request ambiguity; the frequency of

requests; the repetition of similar requests; clients' information state

49
-- thetind, amount add diversity of information needed and the avail-

. .

ability of thehe information;,the nature of tfie client's task and its sig-
_.

ni cance to the client System; clients' need for autonomy; the rate of
,-,

client system change; and the size, diversity and nature of the linking

agent's contactwith the Client system.

The next most frequently considered cluster forces which influenced'
a ,

linkers' activities related to the personal attributes of the linkers:

i.e ligers'education, interests, expertise, toleranceor uncertainty,

views about linking, and needs for autonomy, control and affiliation.

In addition, the force of time exerted a continuous discernible

influence on linkers' activities. The availability of time was directly

1
related to the provision of specialist services, the adqption of a

responsive style, engagement in informal activities and high participation

in the, client system. Interestingly enoustrrthe available R&D base and
.

the extended linker- client environment NIE and RDx) onlvtinfre-

quently influenced day-to-day linker activities.

,

In summary-, the link-ing--process-was-obsuapaly._ influenced by a.

host of client rillip4 link zElaied and time related forces or.factors.

Each linker-client dkileraction therefore involved consideration of a

cL ,s
variety of person infterpersonarand:organizational forces.

.
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Summary and Implications
%

.

The present study..,,waticonZeted from a program process evaluation.

frame of_reference to determine and describe (1) the activities engaged in

. by three Regional Exchange (Rx), linkers to transfer R &D -based information'

w 11

'int ucat onal practice, (2) the decisions the linkers were required .

toi make, and, (3) the forces or factors which influenced the lffikers'
. .

-decision-may.k. Some 336 separate linker activities, consistini of 4

actions,
4

verpal beha;riors and decisions were coded by a participant 4,

. , . . . ..

I" observer during the four month field study. Analyses via inductflie

*
content analytical procedures resulted in the production of a functionil

taxon4y of linker acteities. The'resulis-indicated that there were evi.
, z ,

seven functiona l steps in the linking process. Each step'involvea froi
, .

two to six primary activities which in turn were comprised of basic

actimities. Viewed collectively, the basic activities, primary activities

and furtottonal steps constitute the linking process.

TheThe,f tional linking steps consisted of: engagement, context

specification, diagnosis, collection, translation, presentation andedisen-
.

gagbment: In brief,.Rx linkers had to (1) establish and maintain rela-

tionshiph with state clients and information resource bases; (g) learn

about cliental tasks, work environments and information needs; (3) diag-
.

, . . ..

nose clients' weds and negotiate specific services to ie.delivered in

. j '
. -

'support of clients' work efforts; (4) search for and cellect R6Mased
11. .....,

g. .

4 information relevant to. clients' needs;"(S) translate thsoktformation

into a format add language suitable for clients' use; (6) pers
.

. ,
sent land explain the Information<to clients; and (7) disengage from a

-"A . "-I .:-

given.client4ervice con tact and negotiate new services with thh same or

p

,

didiKept'clients. A I
44
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The steps in the.linking process or cycle were not followed in rote

' fashion. Rather, they were implemented with flexibility. Consideration

was given to the hitEory of the linker-client relationship, -the task

negotiated and the availability of a resource base., Component steps
10

which already existed were not repeated unnecessarily.

,
In the course of engaging in the functional steps and primary acti-

vities central to the.linkineprocess, the Rx linkers had to make deci-

sions regarding (1) scheduling (which statexlieqs and priprities tod, .

address; how many and how frequently?);.(2) coordination (which .

-

activities could or should be formalized; how much planning was neces-

sary or d esirable?); (3) style (should a directive or a responsive

style be employed; which style would result in the greatest cliept

benefit?); and (4) role (woul4 the,client's needs best be satisfied

if i&ormation.specialibt or generalist services were provided?)

:41z.

Linkers"depisions-in-the four areas cited above were influenced

by a variety ofjorces.

most bearing or influence

Client related forcespere found to have the

do linkers' decisions. Linker's' experiencli

background and preferences also had a significant influence on linkers'

decisions: '1

,.
.

Considered as a wholapthe above findings describe a client-centered,.
. 40.

time-bound, interpersonal communication procesmwhich functions to link

. ,

R&D information with educational practice. T110 components of the process
...

e wimarized in Figure 3. The forces on the left are the factors which,

6 N. ,

.

ti *

4
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influenced linkers' deciiion-making. The four decision areas, which can

be represented as presenting dilemmas to linkers, are cited text.

Decisions in any of the four areas substantially influenced the qualita-

tive nature of the basic and primary activities linkers engaged in to

operational iz e the steps of the.linking process. In fact, a case can be

made from a technical perspective that each linking cycle completed was

operationally unique in that different combinations of forces, and

subsequent linkers decisions, resulted in the linkers' implementations of

select basic and primary linking activities, in unique sequences with

unique interpretation. and emphasis. Functionally speaking, however,

implementation of the linking steps through a complete cycle usually

resulted in the transfer of MD info' from research to practice

regardless.of the observed configurat on of basic linking activities.

Overall, the results of the study revealed some the complexities of

the linking process from.an ongoing, dynamic perspective.

Implications -.for Linking Agentry

A number of conclusions --or implications, pertinent to the implemen-'
7 . NA

tation of the steps in the 11n, ng protessipd the organization of linking

agentry, were derived from the study and are presented as follows

E2gagement

When serving a specific client system, linking agents should

initiate relationships with a trepresentative cross-section of

staff in the client system and should maintain them, even when

they are not directly working together. This will make the link-
.

ing agents more accessible to requests and will tend io.avoid'a

37
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firefighting approach tothe utilization of R&D.

Context SnecificAtion
0

*%

I

When collecting information about a client system linking agents

should att empt to obtain information from multiple sources

(human and dq at multiple levels in the organization.

.

The priority and significance of potential tasks should then be

verified with client system management staff.

Diagnosis

In working with clients }inking agents should make very explicit__

thorough brochures, presentations and/or personal discussions:

their agencies' charge and role (agencies' goals); the specific

seryices they are able to provide (individual rtise); and

the/specific services they are interested in pro iding (indivi-

.

dual interests).. Ambiguous client requests c often be attFibu-

ted in *part, to a lack of clear and thorough information about '

the nature of linking services available.

Linkers should strongly consider taking a directive-approach when

they encounter clients who have difficulty inIstating a clear
f

request for services. Linker-led client brainstorming or problem

solving sessions facilitate closure on releVant linking tasks.

Where possible, linkers should anticipate client need? (based on
r

context specification activities) and initiate collectioM work On

resource bases that are most likely to be of relevance to antici-

pated linker-client interactions or 'collaborative efforts.
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Translation

Linking requips that li agents translate R&D -based informa-
. =

tion into the language of the ciieni and *courage clients to

apply their own labels to the phenomenon. The importance of

langua e to the transfer process is critical from the perspective

of in tial client understanding and ultimate client ownership.

Avai batty of or access to information are insufficient to
1.

ensu e clients' utilization of the information..

Presentation
4-N .

.

Time
ri

is a critical factor in most linking situations. Linking

agents should ateempttO maintain a resource of slack time In
.

order to have sufficient flexibility to resp d to'clients'

requests in time. Given the time-bound natur of linking, it was

observed that information presented toc1ien s was of uses only if

it was availale at the rime needed.'

Face-to-face interactioneen linkers and client's are essen-

tial to the linking process. Face-to-face interactions facili-

tate clients' testing, questioning and feedback regaiding the

information presented. Linkers can then further explain, reinter-
.

pret re-present, d elaborate on the information presented. Per-
.

zonal interaction undoubtedly leads to greater client cognitive

understanding of the information and its relevance. Personal

interaction also appears to facilitate or influence clients'

affective commitment to use the information. In the final analy-

sis, the affective and cognitive aspects of the linking process

are probably, equally impOrtant.

r.
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Disengagement- .

,,

. .
.

.

Linkers need to be aware of the history or ent*tlemeht they have
.

established with the client system. They should expbOt that
.

+ I.

attempted role changes (e.g., from inforbAtion generalist to

1
specialist) will likely meet with so me degree of resistance

dy

t

from former clients.

Linking from an Organizatioial Perspective

Linking agencies should establish.clearly stated goals and serviceA_
descriptions and illustrate to client systems how these goals and

services are congruent with cliefits'-goals'and work aetivities.
I'

Linking agencies should also vitiate, establish and maintain

relationships with potential client systems (state Opartmentg,

intermediate state agencies or school districts in a regiop).

Agencies should also sonsidef a form of matrix organization to

facilitate the use of theli linking agent staff across different

client systems to maxihize staff use and client service. lids

latter approach requirep the linking agency to designa'te a

primary contact person for each client system to coordinate

agency-syitem activities.

Given linkers' taska'to work across range bf clients with

varied information needs, to Vork autonomously to translate

R&D-based information into forms meaningful to clients) and to

move in and out'of various client groups linking agencies need

- yea institute organizational support mechanisms which foster

openness, sharing, autonomy and h sense of identiti? among

---linking agents.

48
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Linking agencies also need to be sensitive to the high degree of

flexibility called for in linking work. Linkers are disposed to ,

provide spect ific services in consideration of a range of external

1-I client, intrapersonal, and time rdlated forces. As a result,

linking agents work in a situation which demands role variety, -

1.

style adaptability, information variety and concomitantly, a high
;

tolerance for uncertainty. All of these factors support the

assertion that linking agencies and agents need to be highly.

flexible.
41

Finally, both linking agencies and linkers need to be sensitive

.

tore fact that linking is a consultative process that relies

heavily on a wide range of communication skills. Linking relies
-"'

on five general sets of skills: (1) interpersonal communication'

and consulting skills to establish/maintain client_relationships

and to obtain information about client task environment, goals,

and needs; (2) networking skills to span boundarips,sdLelop
t

information sources and btain desired resources; (3) analytical

;
information search, 4s'ele tion, management, analysis, and syn-

s.'

thesis skills to access and procesy inforation-quickly and

40
efficiently; (4) creative information translation, bisociation

and interpretation skills to translate varied sources of infprda-

tion and jargon into conceptual frameworks and language under-,

standable and relevant to clients; (5) general educational skills

to design the varied presentations needed to deliverkinformation.

to clients in instructive, motivatirii'and relevant ways.

41 49
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Implications for Lin ker Agent Training.
;

Three general implications for the training of linking agents were
I

derived from the study. Effectiie linking agents were observed to

(1) adapt theirlSivities.to the

of a larger educaxional effort (i.

needs of varied clients in the context

state education agency);

son,- networking, anaStical information(2) demonstrate Communication liai

search and analysis, information interpretation and' translation, and in-

Istructional skills; and (3) demonstrate flexibility in decisions related

to negotiating aqdtscheduling activities, inters(tioa-style with lients

1
and service role with clients. ,

r
.. , .

Using these observations as genefal criteria itilisuggested that
..,

...-
. 4 C

linker training involve (1) case study, hands-on type experiences to

familiarize linking agents with the educational system(s) they will be

working with: i.e., their components; maintaining forces, politics, and

current goals, operations and improvement efforts; (2) a series of train-

ing workshops designed to prepare linkers in the five key skill areas

identified as recluisitea-for linking;,and (3) supervised field experiences
'

or simulations) to give linkers opportunities to experience the linking

process, their preferred styles of acting and alternative ways ofacting

-- to provide amfull understanding of their role as an ongoing decision-

maker.

Implications for the Evaluation of Linking Efforts

Evaluation studies can be conducted to; (1) describit ongoing

ing activities (program documentation or program processes); (2) appraise

the degree to which focused linking activities meet their.goals and

42\
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objectives (specific goarachlemementor nbjectpes-based); (3) provide

information for the improvement of linking activities (formative); and

(4) provide information about the overall effectivenest; of linking activi-

ties Coutcoices -based or summative).

The present study was primarilfan example of program process

evaluation. The results were used by the participants in a formative

sense to help them better understand and modify their linking behavior.

:From a technical perspective the present study was not a formal formative

evaluation in that the study did not overtly address the relative impact

of the observed linking activities on clients' subsequent information use.

Substantial definitional and methodological groundwork was accomplished,

t
-.....

.
y ,

however, that should facilitate subsequent evaluation studies (descrip-
.

. .
--aye, formative and summative) of the linking pr&ess.

Accordingly, the methodology employed in the present AV?, (parti-
,

--1
cipant observation and inductive cont analysis procedures) appeais

ti

relevant to the descriptive study of linking in other contexts. For

example, the linking process activities of other RegUmal Exchangesear._

the linking process efforts associated with various state sponsored

school improvement efforts could be studied using the present methodology.

The results of the study also provided a taxonomy of activities and

a goals and objectives structure that oan be ustd to guide more compre-

hensive formativeilnd summative evaluations of linkiag agentry. If the

linking steps, decision areas,"lorces and organizational- related factors

are accepted as a framewair, a number of questions can be pose4,relevant

to dip formative and summative evaluation of client-centered linking:

43 L
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1.

Given the prOposed framework, a formative evaluation of the client-
,

centered linking process eight be focused around the following questions:

What are the key goals and objectives of client-centered linking?

What are themodt impOrtant activities and characteristics of a

client-centered linking operation? (Lin1ing steps, decisions,

forces) ,

Aft these important activities beinvimplemented? (e.g., engage-
.

ment, context specification, collection ---agency goals, agency

support-for linkers,'inter-agency relationsh4, etc.)

Are the activities contributing to the achievement of the objec-

tives? (i.e,, Are key state prlorities being served and is R&D.

0

based information being translated from research into practice ?)

do, What adjUstments in the Implementation of the linking steps;

linkers' azotons regarding scheduling, coordination, style and

role; liukirtrainingand preparation; and/or linker agency
. .

. .

organizational activities might leaeto the attainment of the

%
objectives? . . 4 ..

a

Which approaches to diagnosing and serving client system needs

work best?

Which linking style or role works best -- in what situations?

What problems are involved in implementing the liqking steps; in'

reaching linker decisions;, in proyiding organizational support

for kers; in, managing ,a client-centered linking operation?

Hopi can' these problems be solved?

A.
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What measures can be suggested to operationally define: (1) the

degree to which client system priorities are being met and

(2) the degree to whidh information is being transformed from

research to practice?

The study also surfaced several issues of releulince to the summative

evalution of linking efforts. Given the-fluid nature of.client-centered,_

linking, how do you evaluate the effectiveness of linking effort) from an

organizational management perspective and from an impact or informaeion-
.

use perspective, Dverall,_general_observatione_gleanedfrom the study

discount the use of any simple inker-client frequenty -of- interaction

measure to attest to either efficient management or effective impact.

Answers to the quailtative questions "What state (client) pflority was

involved? ", "What specific use was made of the information?", and "Who

was affected by the information use -- far outweigh the notioneof

A"
simple frequency tallies of linker -client interactions with regard to the

.assepsment of linker activity impact.

For example, a relatively brief series of interactions with. key

state clients might result in the utilization of'R &D -based information in

the design of a statewide school improvement process, impacting all of

the school districts in the state.' This brief 'series oflinkellient
a

(4--

interactions m4ht potentiallK be more significant than more numerous con-

tacts with other clients that deal with more routine And internal applica

tions of information.
964

The ultimate effectiveness of given linker-client interactions can`

th refore only be appraisedifullxig consideration given to the

45
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.s.
significance of the client priority being'addressed, the actual use made

of the information and the larger audience affected by the information

use. Similarly, evaluations 6f thq effedtiveness of the management of
ti

linker operations in a client-centered context need to examine the

viability of extant organizational strategies for the identification of

high Priority clien system needs, the matrix management of linkers to
1.

deal with the identified needs, the support systems developed to faelli-
e

. tate the linkers' activities, and the relative opportunities for work in

-

the client'system.

Implications for Fur-alitResearch-

As was noted above the present study constituted a first descriptive

.

step in the study of linking from a dynamic perspective. It that regard,

the linking activities,of three Rx linkers working as consultants with

state department ucation staff on state priority tasks related to

school improvement and dissemination were examined.

Additional study is needed -of linkers' activities (I) to determine

if simila r steps and linker decisions are involved In other linking don-
t

texts;.(2) to examine the alterpativp component tasks and primary activi-

ties involveduin each pf the steps to de termine which are most effective;
';1"

(3) to distinguishlurtherr;between client-centered and resource-centered

linking; (4) to more fully operationally define the conditions or outcomes

411-

which constttute a successful transfer of R&D based information from

research to practice; and.(5) to opeiaEionally define measures of linking
.A 1

,

effectiveness thai.consider clients' valuing,;use, priority context and

ultimate audience application :=-Si the information'provided.

46 ,
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Interview Guide
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APPENDIX I

Interview 11 with Rx Staff

Generally describe what you do?

What's a day like for you?

Why''do you do (refer'to answer provided in question 1)?

What do you need, to know about a client to work with him/her?

How do you get this information?

What do you, do with this information onceyou've got it? Do you
retain it? How?

How many people do you interact with in a day? How many are clients?'

Rovimany are information sources?

What are your primary sources of R&D information?
4

What percent of your time is in the field? Would you prefer it o be

moreor less? Why? What prevents it from_being more or less
70

'How do you know when you've done a good job? For example?

How do you know when you've done'a lousy job? For example?

What do you see a$ the major copstrainta-Cm your activ,itivp as a
dissainatiomspecialist?

What do you call yourself? What title is on your business card?
How do your clients know you? What do they call you?

What kinds of things provide an opportunity fox you to give a client

RED information? FOr example?

What do you like most about your`joh7

What do you wish you could do differently but for some reason you can't?
Whydhan!t you? 'Specifically:

Who are your clients? Specifically, who are you working with no100

How did your work with them begin?

How long have you been working with them?

49
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What's the average length of time you work with a client?

What are their needs?
.$

. A
Hbw did you find out what their needs are?

_What .have. you done for them do far?

How did they respond?

What do you plan to do for them in the futbre? Why?

What will you have to do in order to provide this service?

. {

How will you-la/now iihea to end your work with /for them?

ti

How do you know if they are sitisfied? If your work is valued or used?

'4' How frequently do you talk with the.ottle:Rx stiff about your clients? Why?

What other things flb you talk to Rx staff about? How often?

What is your unique contribution to the Rx? Do you,feel the others

appreciate and/or find this useful?

Is there anything specific that you'd like me to nete while I observe
your interactions with either clients or Rx staff?, Any activities

you specifically. want. input jr feedbadk about?

,

Interview Guide Interview 02 with, Rx Manater

. .

What it .the relationshiprof the Rx to RES? '

. . _

What kinds of interactions do you have with the Rx client states? What

as your involvement been with each state?

Do you have a profile of an ideal dissyminatio6 specialist?

What actiVitles of your st;t2rdo you e9courage?
40104

What do they do that you'dprefer, they mot doe? .

How dd you let the staff know you think they've done a good job? A
lousy job?

Do you see each staff member as having a unique contribution to the RxZ

Explain?
%N.

7

50
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APPENDIX II

Categories resulting froM content analysis of Interview #2 data.

Titles given Rx staff role
Services provided to-SEAs
Rx role with SEAS t

Rx client relationship bAlding
ResRonses to client reques13--
Request clarification

Negotiation of services provided
Client characteristics
Client resistance

e

Client investment in project
Incentives for SEAs to work with Rx
Strategies for getting clients to value R&D outcomes -- ownership

A
' Rx contributions to SEAs
Rx agendas with SEAs h'

Type of information neededto do the Itx job

Sources of R&D information
InforriStion search processes

Timing of actIvitiesitime:rsqqirea

Preparation'of deliverables'
Strategies when not knowledgeable
Feedforward

,'

Attitudes toward change/views ofchangei,
Parameters on.Rx work and services delivered

Opportunities

Visions .

Rx internal relationships/communication
Rx manager rofe. .

4l
/

Rewards to Rx staff
Miscellaneous

. 1.
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_APPENDIX III

TAXOVI OP LINKER ACTIVITIES
1" .

4 e

ENGAGEMENT -- (gdjOk 'linking Step)

t

Contact client - (pitimaily Linking Activity)

' initiates contact I4 OaAie_Likking Ust)

responds to -client initiation._

Presentation of self

describes:
-own experience
-own education.
-own interests

g op I .4 .
displays:

7skills*

knowledge . 4
- specific literature citation._

- non -specific literature citation
-personal associftions

describep own role related to
-RBS

%sr
-RDx
-NIE
-client system

)1er:EOnal acquaintanoe

inquires about client's:'

-expeiience
-education
-skills
-interests'
-role in client system

expresses:
-,interest in client
-understanding

validates'clientrs experience
-

1

S2

I
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.

CONTEXT %TGIF/CATION

Task specification

inquires about client:
- work "effort

- problem

-need for assistance
-idea or poinp of view

listens to discussion
- client votlic effort

-client problem
- client need for assistance
- idea or point of view

agrees with client:
, -work effort

, -,P1:9112em
-ieirfor assistance
- idea or point of view

T

disagrees with client:
-work effort
...problem

- need for assistance
- idea or point of view

qualifies client:
-work effort
. - problem

-need for assistance
- Idea or point of view

probes client:
-work effort?
-problem
-need_for assistance
-idea orpoint of view

.paraphrases client:
. rwork effort

-problem
-need for assistance
- idea or point of view

gives.opinion about:
-client work effort
- client roblem
-client need for assistance
- client idea or point of vieV

t

defines client:
-work effort
- problem

-need for assistance
=idea or point of view

Task score,

53

I'

inquires about client's
-.staff

- associates

- constituents

inquires about organizaiiOn and
age les involvedn

ia
list s to discussion of

- staff

-associates
-constitants

client's:

listens to diseussionof organi-
zations-and agencies involved

'"'"Nw-

k "
agrees about client's:

- staff

- associates

- constituents

agrees with organizations and
agencies involved

4

disagrees about client's:

- staff

- associates

- constituents

disagrees with organizations
and agencies involved

se qualifies comments about client's:
- staff

-associates
-constituents

qualifies comments about organi-

zations and agencies involved

probis about client's:
- staff

- associates

- constituents

40.



probes about organizations
and agencies involved

paraphrases comments about client's;

-staff
- associates

- constituents

paraphrases organizations and

agencies involved

gives opinion about client's
- staff

-associates
.-constituents

gives opinion about organizations
and agencies involved

definevppople who:.
-axle involved

b involved

defines organizations and agencies

that-are:
-involved f

- should be involved

Task significance

inquires about:
.- potential impact on

client's tank
-how task relates to other
client system efforts

-why task is important
- why task is relevant

listens to discussion of:
- pot ntial impact of
client's tack

-how task relates to other
client system efforts

-why task is important
- why task is relevant

agrees with:

-potential impact of
client's task

- how task relates to other
'client system efforts

-why task.is'important
-why task is"Jelevant

.

54

disagrees with
- potential impact of client's

task
- how task relates to other

client system efforts
-why task is important
-why task is relevant

qualifies!,
-potential impact of client's

task.
-how task relates to other
client sysam ,efforts
-why task'is important
lorDy task is relevant

- 4

probes:
-potential impact of client's

task
-how task relates to other
client'system efforts-

.

-why zeta is important
- why, task is relevant

paraphrases:
-potential impact of client's

task
-how task relates to other
client. system efforts

'41 qualifies why task is

-important
- relevant

gives opinion about:
-potential impact of-elient's
task

-how tae relates to other

client systed efforts
-why task is important
-why task is relevant

defines:
-potential impitct of c ient's

task
-how task relates to other
client system efforts

-why task is important
- why task is relevant

0
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DIAGNOSIS

Information need

inquires about information/
assistance:

- required for task

- available to client
-available to Rx
-melted

listens to discussion of infor-
mation assistance:

-required for task
- available to client
- available to Rx

-needed

_ cc..

tc,

agrees with information/
- assistance:

- required for task
- available to client

ravailable to Rx
- needed

disagrees with information/
assistance:

.required for task
- available to client

- available to Rx

-needed

qualifies information/assistance:
- required for task
- available to client

- available to Rx

rneeded

,probes information/asilstanie:

-required for task
- available to client

-available to Rx
-needed

paraphrases information/assistance:
9 -requirpd for task

- available to client
- available to Rx
- needed

4

55

gives opinion about information/

Assistance:
-required%for task
-available tp client
- available 'to Rx

-needed

defines information /assistance:

-required for task
Yvilable to client
-available to Rx.
-needed

Resource assessment

,63

inquires about:
-people available
rttme available
-money available

listena to discussion of :-
- people available
-ant available
-money available

agrees about(
-people amailible
-time available
-money available

disagrees about:

- people available
- time available
- money available

qualifies comments abou :
. - people available

- time available

-money available

probes, about:

- people available
- time available

-money available

paraphrases comments about:
- people available

-time available
-money available

-

1
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gives Opinion about:
-people available
-tine available
-money available

'defines:

- people available

-time available
4

-money available

acknowledges limitationslof:

-client
-RBS
-RDx
- self

uRAD in ormaton

Action planning

sources

inquires aboutIVhat the client
hss done to date to accomplish

the task

inquires about what others
have done

41,

r

paraphrases what:
-the client has done to
date .to accomplish the
task

- others have done

-the client system has done

gives opinion about what:
-the client hap done to
date to accomplish the
task

- others have done
-the client system has done

\

-ra.7

defines'what:
- the client bai done to
date 'o accomplish the
task

-others have done
-the clientsystem has done

prescribes action of client or of
client system

iv promises own action

inquiresAk9ut
system hirdone

listens to
-the
date.

task

-oth

whatAtheclient

discussion of what::
client has done to
to accomplish the

-:ve done

agrees with what:
-the client has done to
date, to accomplish the
task

-others have done
-the at:at system has done

disagrees with what: L.4^ ,

-the client system has -the, client has done to

do - date to accomplish the
task,

qualifies wha -others hpveddht

-the elle s done to

date to ace lisp the
-theclienk system has done

task proposes actions of:

-others have one -client

rthe client s stem has done *self
-over

probes t:

-t e client done to

date_to accomplish the

task. v

- others have done

- the client system has done

;

s.
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4.

COLLECiION

Identify collection domain

determine:
- parameters of content
domain to be collected

- time available for

collection
-money available for

collection
- people available to

'assist collectia
- sources of information
Available

- descriptors to identify

content domain

Recall information

recall information from:

-own memory
-past experiences at

conferences
-current awareness reading
-formal education
- workshops

-prior searches

Retrieve sources

tetrieve,sources readily acces-

sible from:
- personal files.

- personal contacts

-Rx resource center 4

Search of-sources

6 swath for new sources of
inforoatioh:

- scan journal indexes
-scan bibliographies
-run computer search
- conduct library search '

obtain: '

?articles
- books

-bibliographies

TRANSLATION

Review resource base

review:
- bibliographies

- materials briefly
, (articles, books, pro-

posals, manuals, news-
. letters)

Select sources

determine criteria for selection

select sources that are:
;important
- reliable

- recommended

does not reduce
materials

Generate information

collection of

from sources

read sources

summarize content of sources
.into meaningful information

Analyze information ti

content analyze across all
sources

interpret,:.content

4

red*e content on basis of:
/'

- amount of Information
7:relevance of information

- information
+-timeliness of information
- support for Rx credibility

Bisociation of content information
with client context

associntOdnformation with:
-client language -- will,
they understand this?.

-client problem -- will
this help ihem?

57
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-client beed -- do they

need to know this?
-client motivation --
will they do it?

-client potential
can they do it?

select information/ideas to
present:

-as evidence for clients
beliefs

-to trigger clients ideas
-to verify client's point,

of view
-to acknowledge clients view.
-to deny client's point of

view
- to expand client

es
knowledge

Reframe information Into client's
_language

s- redefine terminology according
to client's language

o, create definitions of new termin-

ology in client language

PRESENTATION

DettiRn information presentitiou

determine purpose of presentation:
-client receipt of informa-
tion

-client knowledge of ideas,

, - client change in attitude,
.4alue, behavior

select ity ideas from information
that:

w ill interest client
motivate,client

-will be relevant client's

task
-are dominant in literature
and frequently discussed

organize key ideal

58
f
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illustrate 'key ideas

develop form of written presents....

tion: -

m- emo

- letter

-outline
-paper
- proposal

- information papket 6
- handout

develop form of verbal presents-
Lion:

-phone call
- person to person meeting

- small group presentation

-workshop

Preparation of presentation

prepare materials:
-typing .

.-printing
-assembling.

. -packaging

construct audio-Visual aids 11-

identify and/or create exercises
to support information .

practice verbal presentation-

Preparation of information
,y

transfer information:
- verbal prepeutation of

information to clients
Arisual displanof materials'
- give materials to client

relate information to client:
-describe information and

'materials'
-interpret information
- illustrate ideae
- associate ideas with client

task
- translate ideas to client

language
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motivate client:
-prescribe use of informa-

tion
-advocate information or

ideas
-suggest benefits of infor-

. mation ort ideas

- suggest consequences of

not utilizing
-offer rewards for utiliza-

Mon'
-offer thrgats for non-
utilization '

reiterate:
-restate key
-provide opportunity for
client to apply -ideas

- provide opportunity for
client to practice skills

DISENGAGEMENT

I.

Closure

reinforee'client receipt or
utilization of information (com-
pliment, reward, give Credit)

solicit client evaluation of

Rm effort:
-verbal
-written

solicit client request fRr
additional services:

- inquiry into other

client_tasks- .

- volunteer further assiit-

*ACC
-identify need for further

assistance

statement that work together is

finished

4
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Redefinition of relationship

.. statement to stay in contact

even though this task together
is finished

set appointment to discuss
further assistance

statement of temlination of
relationship

4
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--7ZIiICER DECISION AtTIRMATIVES INVOLVED ;N-THE MAJOR LINKING STEPS

et .
..

Linking Steps .

'

-.....

.

. Decision Areas

. .

Scheduling

.

.

Coordination

,

..J

Style '- Role

ENGAGEMENT
.

(client contact and
relationship building)

%.

/-*---.7'1 4
0

.
.

: a ,

CONTEXT SPECIFICATION
-

(identify client talk
and related system -

charadteristics)
t, . I

.

.
v

,

,r

-0

W .

-----

.

.

.

.

.

To initiate contact
.

To intact clients by To c nta t clients bx.

.
.

,

To present self as

with
,

1. Formal planned
meeting

2. Informal networking

.

,

, .

'

-

s l

.c.

,- 4 a

.
.

To obtain informatton

1. I tiating meetings
2. In esponse to

cli t initiations

%.,

.

-

..

4011'
..

0 .

.

To obtain understand-

ri
1; Knowledgeable in

content domain
2. Knowledgeable

about how to ob-c

tain apd.utirize
information

ill
4 -

,
.

,.

To wot on tasks

--,-
.

1. Multiple potential
clients

2. One Otebtial
/ client

)

.

To present self as 4ip

1. Available for ire.
quent interaction

.2. Available for lima-
ited interaction

-

To definAst!
. .

1. Linking agent and
client interaction

2. Cliefit alone prior
to linking agent
firticipation

To obtain knowTadge

about system charatE ing-about system t requiring,

teristics characteristics

1. Content exper-
tise

2. Informatibn
management
assistance .

.

.

.'

v

.
.

.

_ . ,

1. Using.writtet forms
2: ImconversatXOnp

To work on tasks

,

1. By providing infor-
, nation and defind

itions ",
2. By soliciting

elient's informa-

.
tion and defini-
tions

To obtain common un-

requiring

of client system
1

1. Planning
?....Immediate action

- .
.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

1.-Lurini interac-
tions with
clients

2. By reading
tiescriptions prior
to /rooting with

client -

To work on tasks

derstanAing

1. By imposing linking
- agent or R&D lap-

guage and frame of
reference .

2. By accepting
.

client's language
and frame of
reference

.

_

.

.

'requiring ,

1. Frequent linking
agent participa-
tion

2. Infrequent link-
ing agent psrti-..

cipation

3.-1. - -1- .4 , k I 1-

t
,

.
,

1

I

S
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Linking Steps. Decision Areas

Scheduling
.

Coordination Styli
.

Role .

DIAGNOSIS

(determine informs-
tiononeeded, and
actions to be taken)

COLLECT/ON

search for and
retrieve R&D infor-
Ration sources)

.

'
!

.

.

.

.

;

.

,

,

.

,

TorLondact diagnosis To obtain k..ledge To obtain knowledge To define the infor-

1. During interac-
tions with clients

2. prior to partici-
potion with
clients

To plan activities

of client:* informs- of a client's need -nation needed

tine need .
1. By initiating and

directing a need

.assessment
2. By accepting the

. client's stated
information maid

To plan activities .

1. As readily avail -
able to the link-
ing agent

2. As-requiring an
extensivk search

To engsge in need-

-

1. Using written forms
2. In conversations

-

.

gh

Tq collect sources

.

1. Requiring frequent
linking agent par-.

ticipation

.

.

.

.

,

- /

.

To schedule coliec-

assessment in order

.

1. By wailing for a
client request

2. By volunteering
Assistance

...4.4 p
-To plan activities

1. To establish a
need for of ape-,

cific source
2. To identify a

client's inform' -

tion -inequity

.

. '

To obtain R&D collec-

1. By prescribing
client actions

2. By proposing ink-

ailg agent a ions

To initiate a s reh

tion time of R&D information
AT,

1.Based on linking
agents external
judgments that a
need exists '

2. Based on client's
realization of
need and request
for assistance

.

.

.

.

1

,

tion

1. According to
client tine
'demand .

2. According to time.
needed to collect

sources

killig&

.

.

.

.

.

1. By a formal search
2. Through,personal

contacts'

I.
'

.

,

.

r is

,
.

.
.

.

.

1. Through ongoing
current awareness

. reading and net,-

wonting
2. Upton demand from

client

To collect R&D sources

1. Independent of ,'

client -

2. In cell ovation
with sliTnt -- to,
`provide an example

for clients
.

To select sources
.

. based on their .

'

1. ke).iability and

validity
2. Relevance

.
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Linking Steps

.

. \ .

Decision Areas - '

.,Scheduling Coordination
0

Style
.

Role

TRANSLATION
.

(transform R&D sour-
ces into a form
meaningful and use-
,ful to clients)

p

.

.

PRESENTATION

(design, prepare
and present infor-
cation and assist-
rote:)

I

%

.

To select information To engage in transla- To select ideas that To engage in trans-

1. To apply to a wide
range of clients,

2. To apply to a
specific client

r

To schedule transla-

tion . will lation

1. Prior to the pre-
sentation

2. Prior to and
spontaneously'
during presents-
tion ,

. ,

.

.

To design presents-

1. Have an impact'on
clients

2. Be useful to
clients

'

A

To present inf

1. To transform
information

2. To provide an
-example for
clients

.

*.

To present ideas

tion .,

1. According to
client time
demands

2. According to tine
needed to analyze

eand synthesize
,

To design delivery
it

q. With high client
interaction

2. With low/client
interaction

To servies multiple

tation tion
1. As the best solu-

tion 'r

2. As alternatives

To engage in delivery

1. As didactic
2. As experiential

To preeent materials'

.

1. To provoke and
challenge client
thinking and
actions

2. To support client
thinking and
actions

.

.

.

.

.

1. According to plan
. 2. Spontaneously as

appropriate

To encourage client

1. To present R&D
information

2. As an example for
clients

.

-

.

clients '

1. By repeated pre-
sentations

2. By one presenek-ft
tion designed
for a diverse
audience

o

1%

participation and
feedback

1. As questions
following pre-
sentation

2.'14 dialogue
throughout
presentation

.



ng Steps,.

CACEKENT .

efinition of
tionship

th client)

Decision Areas

Scheduling

To perform
disengagement,
activities

le.-4-At a rate equal

to or less than
engagement

2. At a rate 4

slightly greater
than engagement

To perform
disengagement
bdcause

1., Linking dent
--overload
2. Task completion

Coordination

To disengake

1. According to time
schedule planned
in advance

2. Upon task comple-
tion

Style

To disengage

1. Based on linking
agent initiative

2. Based on client
initiative

Role

II

a ...I.-,

.1
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